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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE  
 
 

LawBase to Sponsor Texas Women Rainmakers Third Annual CLE 
 

 
Denver – August 18, 2016 – LawBase, the leading case and matter management system designed to increase 
productivity, today announces the company is sponsoring the Texas Women Rainmakers Third Annual CLE taking 
place at the St. Regis in Houston on Friday, August 26.  
 
Texas Women Rainmakers was developed by six female lawyers in Texas that wanted to provide female lawyers 
in all stages of their careers an unaffiliated, independent group where they could explore how gender affects 
careers and find mentors, friends and more.  
 
This event takes place once a year over one day offering sessions, CLE credits, networking opportunities and 
more. 
 
“We are always happy to be a part of this event,” states Phil Homburger, president and founder of LawBase. 
“This organization is geared to helping women achieve their career objectives, and we are proud to participate.” 
 
LawBase is a powerful and configurable case management solution that gives users the ability to track a file’s 
progress, maintain client files within various areas of the law, keep complete calendars and schedules, maintain 
file room management and perform large repetitive tasks with just a few keystrokes, saving time and money. 
 
For more information on Texas Women Rainmakers, visit www.texaswomenrainmakers.com.  
For more information on LawBase, visit www.lawbase.com. 
 
About LawBase 
LawBase (www.lawbase.com) is the leading case and matter management software package in the legal industry 
and currently being used by thousands in law firms, Fortune 500 corporate legal departments and government 
agencies nationwide. LawBase was developed by Synaptec Software, a veteran company in the software field 
with more than 36 years of experience in developing the most adaptable, intuitive case and matter management 
product on the market today. 
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